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PARTNER
Farrier’s Arena Polo Cup
23 − 25 June, 2023

x-bionic® sphere

Farrier’s Arena
Polo Cup
After years of experiences in organizing the world‘s most prestigious
equestrian events we are organizing the exclusive polo tournament
Farrier‘s Arena Polo Cup for the third time. Classic and elegant tournament in spectacular x-bionic® sphere will bring an extraordinary
atmosphere.
The Farrier’s Arena Polo Cup will take place from 23rd to 25th of June,
2023. Invited guests and other visitors will enjoy not only the fast and
stylish sport but also an excellent refreshment and accompanying
program.
The Polo Arena tournament is demonstration of the skills of horse polo
players and offers an intense view at the course of the game. Four
international teams will compete against each other and the spectators will have a unique opportunity to become a part of the sport which
full of adrenaline.
Visitors can expect a special experience from the commentator, actor
and singer Karol Csino. Karol currently lives in Andalusia and works in
Bratislava, Prague and Vienna. Beside acting and singer career he is
passionate dancer and sport ambassador, on projects with the Ministry
of Health of SVK. As a former Danube polo club player, he devoted
several years to horse polo under the leadership of Ladislav Agárdi.
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Farrier’s Arena
Polo Cup
Despite the fact the that horse polo does not have a long tradition
in Slovakia, we managed to join forces with the founder of the horse
polo in our country, Ladislav Agardi, and combine facilities of the
Olympic Training Centre. Ladislav Agárdi is, among other things,
awarded by the Argentinian embassy for the development of polo in
Slovakia. He has been organizing horse polo tournaments for more
than 15 years. Mr. Agárdi will make sure that the Farrier’s Arena Polo
Cup will meet the highest demands. Modern spaces of x-bionic®
sphere will ensure the best conditions not only for the players, but
also for horses and other visitors.
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Program
of the event
FRIDAY 23 JUNE
∙ Arrival of players to resort
∙ Veterinary inspection
∙ Players Party

SATURDAY 24 JUNE
Presentations by event partners
3rd place match
Final match for 1st place
Prize giving ceremony

SUNDAY 25 JUNE
First exhibition match
Break
Second exhibition match
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Farrier’s Arena
Polo Cup
Guests and partners will be provided with entry to the tournament,
accompanying Garden party and discounted accommodation in
X-BIONIC® HOTEL and access to the exclusive x-bionic® wellness sphere.

Players Party 75 €
23 JUNE

Elegant Cocktail evening for partners and sponsors brings a unique
opportunity to meet the players, present their brand and last but not least
enjoy the state-of-the-art facilities of Official Olympic Training Center.

Garden Party 150 €
24 JUNE

Relaxed atmosphere and elegant dress code makes it ideal environment
for conversations and networking of partners and guests. Excellent
food, drinks and captivating atmosphere are staples of the final of
Farrier’s Arena Polo Cup. In addition to the official program, guests
can meet or take pictures with the riders, get involved in the
accompanying activities directly on the playground.
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GENERAL
PARTNER

TEAM
PARTNER

∙ 5 junior suite rooms for business meetings / accommodation

∙ 2 junior suite rooms for business meetings / accommodation

∙ Logo on all tournament jerseys

∙ Team jersey with the logo and name of the Team Partner

∙ Blanket logo for Best playing pony

∙ Logo on the official publications of the event

∙ Logo on the official publications of the event

∙ Logo on advertising banners at the event

∙ Logo on advertising banners at the event

∙ Placement of own advertising materials

∙ Placement of own advertising materials

∙ Presentation on social networks

∙ Presentation on social networks

∙ Media presentation - television / radio / print

∙ Media presentation - television / radio / print

∙ Website presentation

∙ Website presentation

∙ Entrances to the Garden Party 6pax

∙ Admission to Players Party, Garden Party 12pax

∙ Space for your own stand and presentation

∙ Space for your own stand and presentation

∙ Participation in the award ceremony

15 000 €

7 000 €

∙ Participation in the award ceremony
∙ Own form of promotion (pre-approved by x-bionic sphere)
®

∙ Advertising spots on the resort screens and on the screens
during the event

∙ Advertising spots on the resort screens and on the screens
during the event
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PARTNER

PRODUCT
PARTNER

3 000 €

∙ Logo on the official publications of the event
∙ Logo on advertising banners at the event
∙ Placement of own advertising materials
∙ Presentation on social networks
∙ Website presentation
∙ Tickets to the Garden Party 2pax
∙ Advertising spots on the screens throughout the resort
∙ Space for your own stand and presentation
∙ Advertising spots on the screens during the event

3 000 € IN PRODUCTS
∙ Logo on the official publications of the event
∙ Logo on advertising banners at the event
∙ Placement of own advertising materials
∙ Presentation on social networks
∙ Website presentation
∙ Advertising spots on the screens throughout the resort
∙ Space for your own stand and presentation
∙ Advertising spots on the screens during the event
∙ Possibility to purchase additional tickets to the Garden Party
with a 50% discount
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General parnter

PARTNERSHIP
Let‘s create a unique atmosphere for all the players
and visitors of the tournament.

General parnter

Team partner

Team partner

Main Entry

Farrier’s Arena Polo Cup

Farrier’s Restaurant

X-BIONIC® HOTEL

Contact:
Veronika Fejes
Partnership Manager
+421 910 497 075
veronika.fejes@x-bionicsphere.com

Alexandra Benčíková
Event Manager
+421 905 033 606
alexandrabencikova@gmail.com

